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Is this the person who referred you to
Our Vemma Team website?

If it is, then please visit their personal 
 Vemma website below to purchase product 
 and share with our team!

Please note, Vemma makes no health claims 

about their product. The stories and testimonies 

on this team site are based on what each 

individual person experienced while taking Vemma.

 Your results may vary.

Name Amanda Schneider

I joined the Vemma team: 07/07/2009

Town, State Sellersville Pa

Email vervemandy@gmail.com

Phone (215) - 257 - 7539

Occupation Bakery assistant, Vemma sales

My Vemma Story:  For two years I suffered from severe lung pain. As we
 searched for the reason for the pain, we discovered
 that our water was highly contaminated with toxins.
 The toxins that were being dumped in our water
 were toxins that cause lung irritation. We put in a
 water filter system and our water was cleared up. I
 decided to try Vemma as a way to regain my health
 after all the damage that had been done to my body
 from the toxins. Since drinking Verve, I have my
 energy back and as a bonus, I don't get sick as much
 anymore.

My Vemma Website URL is: http://mandyskitchen.vemma.com

Any special comments or
 networking ideas - like special
 offers from your place of
 business for other Vemma
 Team Members can go here.

Check out my Mandy's Kitchen youtube videos
 featuring me baking my moms recipes!
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